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PathCare referrals to Invitae laboratory

FaecalCalprotectin
Preconception Carrier Screening
PathCare offers a referral service to Invitae Laboratory in the USA.
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High detection rates = ~99% for most genes

1. Invitae Pan-Ethnic Carrier Screen

FCassistscliniciansindistinguishingbetweenIBDandIBS
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Who Should Have Carrier Screening?
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Carrier rates (based on Invitae internal data n=145 000):

FaecalCalprotectin

•

30 - 50% positive rate

•

1.4 - 2% at-risk couple rate

3. Invitae Comprehensive Carrier Screen
The Comprehensive Carrier Screen panel includes 287 genes.

If your patient is found to be a carrier, testing of their partner
is indicated to provide appropriate risks for their future or
current pregnancy. Clinicians may choose to test both partners
simultaneously (especially if there are timing concerns in the
context of a pregnancy) or sequentially. The cost for the partner’s
test remains 100 US Dollars regardless of timing.
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The Invitae report only includes pathogenic and likely pathogenic
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PathCare will log the sample on your behalf and Invitae will email

Summary
a link to access the report to the email of the referring clinician.

Please feel free to contact our genetics team if you have any
questions on 021 596 3655 or geneticconsult@pathcare.org
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